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HP Virtual Connect Enterprise 
Manager v1.0

Software that increases the size of 
a Virtual Connect domain from 1 
enclosure or 16 servers to 100 
enclosures or 1600 servers to add, 
replace and recover servers across a 
large datacenter environment.  

Pricing: 
$9000 per c7000 enclosure
$4500 per c3000 enclosure

Nov 14

HP PolyServe Software for Microsoft SQL Server
Software that enables multiple SQL server instances to be consolidated onto substantially 
fewer servers and centralized SAN storage. Helps customers automate maintenance, patch and 
install new SQL Server instances.   

Pricing: 
Software licenses starting at $6,800 per CPU or socket, 
regardless of the # of cores per socket.

Nov 14

HP ProLiant Essentials Virtual 
Machine Management Pack 3.0

Software for the central 
management and control of 
VMware® and Microsoft® virtual 
machines and their host physical 
servers. 
Pricing:
$575 per server

Nov 14

HP Server Migration Pack – Universal Edition



The new Universal Edition combines software for 
Virtual to Physical Server migration with software for 
Physical to Physical server migration.  HP Server 
Management Pack provides an automated, accurate 
and affordable way to migrate existing servers and 
their content to the latest HP BladeSystem or ProLiant 
server technologies or the latest virtualization 
platforms from VMware and Microsoft.  
Pricing:
$249 per X2ProLiant migration
$109 per X2Virtual migration
$33,000 per one year X2X migration subscription.

Nov 14

HP Power Distribution Rack (PDR) Decentralized power distribution 
for a row of server racks in the 
datacenter. Decentralizing power 
distribution improves cable 
management, decreases diagnostic 
time for problems, and saves 
installation costs by reducing the 
size and number of long power 
feeds required to reach from large 
wall mounted distribution units. 
Pricing:

$27,999 US

Nov 14

HP Rackmountable Parallel 3 
Phase UPS

A pre-racked uninterruptible power 
system provides 36 kilowatts (KW) of 
power or 24KW with N+1 redundancy, 
expandable to 60KW.

Pricing:

R8000/3 UPS $9599 US
R12000/3 UPS $10,599 US
RP36000/3 UPS $30,999 US
RP12000/3 UPS Module $9999 US


